
Three-axle TA-NO TRIO 35.85 PREMIUM
with DMC 3500kg 

  

Product price:  

7,711.20 €  
      

  

Product short description:  

Internal dimension (cm): 850 x 210

  

Product description:  

Three-axle tow truck with a perforated, aluminum platform for transporting two
motor vehicles.
Trailer with excellent traction properties. When the availability is important, TA-NO
carriages are the best choice. And if you add our service solutions to it, you already
have absolutely everything you need to do the job in all conditions.
This versatile trailer for transporting vehicles will delight the most demanding. Her
new technical solutions have been inspired by the sophisticated needs of users.
Everything is thoughtful, harmonious and ergonomic. 



Standard Equipment
3 axles braked 3x1350kg

Wheels 165 R13C

Chassis very stable, V-type manual towed

All frame parts are hot dip galvanized, corrosion resistant

Robust steering axles with independent suspension

Ball coupling with safety indicator

Cargo space: non-slip transport surface

Aluminum perforated transport platform with LOHR holes

Powder coated frame elements of the trailer

2.5m aluminum loading trams with quick locking system

Plastic wheel chocks 2 pieces

Spare wheel



Support wheel 300kg with a rotating handle

Electrical installation 12 / 24V full LED

Safety covers for rear combination lamps against damage

Rolls with security light beam against damage

Plastic fenders
Tilting length plate

Additional Equipment
Filling the aluminum with 2mm grooved sheet - net surcharge 970 PLN

Shock Absorbers

Rear stabilization supports

AL-KO 901 hand rope winch

Wheels of light alloy wheels

Toolbox

Wedges for blocking vehicle wheels

Hitch with AKS coupling stabilizer



Ear hook DIN fi 40

 

Information:
Added specification on the website came from producers and distributors pages,
despite the effort while we add them, they could have some mistakes. Descriptions
and photos are not basis for claims from our company. If you found some mistakes in
our description, please let us know to e-mail address sklep@mazzo.pl
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